Celebrity Fashion Patrol –
What Famous Celebrities are
Wearing Now
When it comes to high fashion, nobody can rock it the way
that a celebrity can. Yes, it’s slightly unfair, but when
you’re in the public eye and you have the body, the poise,
and, most importantly, the money (although most designers gift
their clothes for free publicity) to flaunt the best fashion
pieces, then it’s only natural that designers would give their
couture clothing to people who can help them get noticed.
Of course, everyone has their own taste. So, while one piece
of clothing may look good on your sister it may not have the
same results on your cousin. This is why there are so many
celebrity comparison photos of “who wore it best.” Superstars
often employ fashion designers, planners, and stylists to
counsel them on what to wear and how to wear it before
spending thousands of dollars on these fashion pieces. Their
glam squad also coaches and helps them decide what to wear in
public and when. It’s a huge business.
In this article, we are going to have a look at some of the
most current celebrities gracing the magazine covers and check
out exactly what they’re wearing. Hopefully, this insight
should help you to decide which style might look good on you.
Jennifer Lopez and Ben Affleck
These two lovebirds are rocking some of the best fashion
pieces money has to offer. During the Venice Film Festival,
the two on-again lovers basically arrived and stole the show.
J-Lo was wearing “a white lace fit ‘n’ flare dress and Ben was
in a standard black polo shirt. They canoodled in a luxe

leather-clad speedboat. – Jen and Ben Are Cruising Through
Venice Looking Utterly Glorious, whowhatwear.com, Sept 9,
2021”
You have to hand it to these two; they really know how to make
an entrance. It also doesn’t help that J-Lo was wearing a
Georges Hobeika dress, Cartier High Jewelry earrings,
bracelet, ring, and Jimmy Choo shoes. Later during the day,
the lovers decided to have fun riding the speedboat, with
Jennifer Lopez in some cool Prada sunglasses and a pair of
Gianvitto Rossi sandals.
Nicki Minaj
Celebrity rapper, Nicki Minaj posted an Instagram of herself
standing beside her pink Rolls Royce car while wearing a pair
of $800 Dolce & Gabbana heels.
Sporting a see-through turtleneck top with black pants and a
pair of black, pointy open-toed mesh pumps dubbed the
“Cardinale,” the pop star obviously loves Dolce & Gabbana’s
fashion line so much that she included the famous company name
as lyrics in some of her songs.
Megan Fox
Famous celebrity Megan Fox is also on our list because her new
look has inspired a lot of positive stories regarding her
renewed sense of fashion. In one of her latest photographs,
Megan Fox is seen leaving a photoshoot in Los Angeles wearing
the Jacquemus Embellished Ribbed-Knit Cardigan along with a
shirt while pairing it off with a La Jupe Valerie Virgin Wool
Pencil Skirt. The celebrity looks really good with the all-red
fashion pieces.
Zendaya
Zendaya, one of the world’s coolest and most stylish
celebrities on Earth, is a huge fan of pumps. She has started

a trend among her fans. Photographed as she stepped off a boat
for the Venice Film Festival in September, the fashion icon
was seen wearing a Valentino Couture shirt dress and blazer
while rocking a pair of what looked to be simple black pumps.
However, those simple black pumps were none other than
Christian Louboutin Pigalle 100 Leather Platform Pumps. They
look simple but they are very elegant. Yeah, we know, it’s
unfair when celebrities make the simplest shoes or clothes
look fantastic when they are wearing them!
Taylor Swift
Ah yes, Taylor Swift. The 31-year-old millennial is jokingly
referred to as a late-bloomer in the social media craze known
as Tik Tok. That is, until recently though. Finally joining
the social media platforming August, the phenomenal singersongwriter is now gaining millions of views and followers.
Her debut video showcased herself as she cycled through some
of her outfits corresponding to her different song albums. One
of the most famous outfits was the Reformation Joyce Linen
dress that she wore on her Fearless album. Fashion is
everywhere and gets people interested and talking.
Kacey Musgraves
When it comes to corsets, Kacey Musgraves knows how to wear
one like a rock star! Not only was she recently photographed
wearing a Miaou Leia Vegan Leather Corset, but she’s also
wearing Junior Vegan Leather Pants and Aldo’s Acaeclya Dark
Brown Sandals. Wow!
The great part about her outfit is that she mixes high end
couture with items that every day people can afford. The
combination of the Aldo shoes with the corset and pants makes
the shoes appear expensive and classy.

